remembering billy graham april christianity today - billy graham was perhaps the most significant religious figure of the 20th century and the organizations and the movement he helped spawn continue to shape the 21st, onward engaging the culture without losing the gospel - onward engaging the culture without losing the gospel russell moore george w sarris on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers keep christianity strange as the culture changes all around us it is no longer possible to pretend that we are a moral majority that may be bad news for america, authentic communication christian speech engaging culture - authentic communication christian speech engaging culture christian worldview integration series tim muehlhoff todd lewis on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers part of the christian worldview integration series whether setting about to love our neighbor to settle a dispute, ct pastors church leaders christianity today - ct pastors offers the best wisdom and practical tools for church ministry from the editors of christianity today, andy crouch author of the tech wise family strong and - the holy city by definition is already a cultural artifact the work of a master architect and artist the citizens themselves are the redeemed people of the lamb drawn from every tribe language people and nation rev 5 9